Spycher et al. conducted a nationwide census-based cohort study to investigate whether the incidence of childhood cancer is associated with external exposure to natural background radiation from terrestrial gamma and cosmic rays. The authors claim their results suggest an increased risk of cancer among children exposed to external dose rates of background ionizing radiation of ≥ 200 nSv/h (1.8 mSv/yr) when compared with those exposed to < 100 nSv/h (0.9 mSv/yr). Furthermore, they claim the hazard ratios for each mSv increase in cumulative dose of external radiation are 1.028 (95% confidence interval [CI] : 1.008, 1.048) for any cancer, 1.036 (95% CI: 0.997, 1.077) for leukemia, 1.007 (95% CI: 0.964, 1.052) for lymphoma, and 1.042 (95% CI: 1.008, 1.084) for central nervous system tumors.
Regarding the claimed increasing hazard ratios for childhood cancer for each mSv increase in cumulative dose of external radiation, this would be expected to be the case irrespective of the cause of childhood cancer. This is because childhood cancer cumulative incidence increases with follow-up time, which is positively correlated with cumulative radiation dose from birth. Had cumulative exposure to air pollution, cumulative food intake, or cumulative water intake been used as the risk factor, a similar outcome would be expected because all are positively correlated with follow-up time.
The authors used in their analyses the doubly weighted (via radiation and tissue weighting factors) hypothetical effective dose rate and effective dose related to total-body irradiation from sources outside the body. They were apparently unaware that tissue weighting factors used are based on detriment rather than solely on cancer and that all significant contributions to radiation absorbed dose need to be accounted for. The authors omitted the very important contributions to radiation dose from radionuclides inside the body and from medical procedures. For example, the internal radiation dose to active bone marrow from radon and thoron can be significant (Richardson et al. 1991) . Thus, misclassification of individuals to effective dose and dose rate groups likely occurred more frequently than acknowledged by Spycher et al. In addition, when focusing on a specific type of potential outcome (e.g., leukemia) and its association with radiation exposure of a specific target tissue (e.g., active bone marrow), it is better to use the equivalent dose, which involves only the radiation weighting factor, when a mixture of different radiations are involved (National Research Council 2006) . This guards against unnecessary systematic error associated with using both the subjective radiation and tissue weighting factors to get the effective dose that was used by the authors.
The individual-specific radiation doses and dose rates assigned by Spycher et al. likely involved significant errors (statistical and systematic), with the dose error possibly being larger than the effective dose assigned to the individual. Part of the systematic error relates to neglected doses from other sources (e.g., internal radionuclides). Because the focus of the research was on very small radiation dose rates and small cumulative doses, it is important to address dose and dose rate errors when conducting such analyses. It is also important to address uncertainty associated with other confounding factors studied (traffic-related air pollution, electromagnetic fields from radio and TV transmitters and from high-voltage power lines, degree of urbanization of municipality, socioeconomic status, etc.) as well as errors related to the use of probabilistic record linkage between the Swiss Childhood Cancer Registry and the Swiss National Cohort. If such errors and uncertainty had been addressed in the authors' logistic regression analyses, then it is likely that no association between background radiation and childhood leukemia would have been suggested by the research results obtained. We thank Scott for his interest in our study on background ionizing radiation and the risk of childhood cancer. Scott claims that if all random and systematic errors in measurements had been addressed, our study would likely have found no association between levels of background ionizing radiation and childhood cancer risk. We acknowledge that errors often affect estimates of long-term exposures, but there are no obvious reasons why the sum of potential measurement errors in our study, if eliminated, should result in a null finding. In fact, there are reasons to the contrary.
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Random error (or "statistical" error, in Scott's terms) in exposure measurement would result in nondifferential misclassification and, therefore, would typically produce an underestimation, not an overestimation, of any effect (Keogh and White 2014) . Differential misclassification of exposure, which could lead to under-or overestimation of the association, is unlikely given the design of the study and the geographical model used to estimate exposure. Confounding factors may not have been measured perfectly, but even imperfect measures should affect estimates of dose-response relationships if the factors are indeed confounders. Our estimates were virtually unchanged when including levels of traffic-related air pollution, electromagnetic fields from radio and TV transmitters or high-voltage power lines, and degree of urbanization and socioeconomic status of neighborhoods in the statistical model. Scott argues that bias may have been introduced due to omission of some radiation sources, in particular exposure from medical procedures. We agree with Scott that ideally all radiation sources should be included in the study. However, in our study, bias due to omitted covariates is unlikely unless the excluded components of radiation dose were correlated with background radiation. It is difficult to see why exposure to medical radiation sources should correlate with other components of background radiation. Nevertheless, omission biases are not easily tractable in generalized linear models (Neuhaus and Jewell 1993) and certainly merit further investigation in this context. Scott is mistaken in his assessment of our analyses for cumulative dose. The Cox 
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Correspondence proportional hazards model and the conditional logistic regression model in our nested sample relate cumulative doses with hazards, not with cumulative incidence. Hazards are instantaneous risks, and during model fitting comparisons are made only between children who are of the same age at the time the cases are diagnosed with cancer. In other words, only comparisons of doses accumulated over the same amount of time contribute to the estimation. In contrast to Scott's assertion, the models can thus deal with the timevarying nature of the exposure and do not overestimate effects.
